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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall be concerned with autodistributive algebras, i.e., 
algebras in which multiplication distributes with respect to itself. We shall 
see that these algebras are trivial for characteristic not equal to two, while 
for characteristic two they form a class of nonassociative algebras which 
are natural generalization of Boolean algebras. In the latter case it will be 
shown that the algebras satisfy a generalized associative-commutative 
law, known as the alternation law 
which has been the object of extensive study, especially in connection with 
the theory of quasigroups (see, for instance, Bruck [l]). 
We shall further show that the set of nilpotent elements in an auto- 
distributive algebra forms a radical and that the semisimple algebras can 
be decomposed into a ring direct sum of division algebras. Representations 
of the division algebras are then found, first as algebras of matrices in which 
the product of two matrices is the conjugate of one by the other, then as 
Galois fields of order 2” where multiplication is suitably redefined using 
a construction due to Bruck. We thus obtain, as a side benefit, a class of 
finite power-associative division rings which are not fields (see McCrimmon 
PI). 
2. NILPOTENT ALGEBRAS AND THE RADICAL 
DEFINITION. An algebra a over a field F is said to be autodistributive 
iff the following relations hold for all x,y, z E GZ 
(1) x(34 = kYWh 
(11) cv>~ = wb4~ 
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THEOREM 1. An autodistributive algebra is either nilpotent of index 3 
(and hence trivially associative) OY else F = Z, . 
Proof. I f  CPG is not nilpotent of index 3, there exist x, y, x E csl such that 
(1) x(yz) # Oar 
(2) @Yb # 0. 
In the first case, for any a! E F 
+(Yz)l = (d(YZ) = K~)Yl[(+l = ~2kY)(x~)l = ~“[X(Y~)l 
so consequently we have 
(2 - a)[x(yz)] = 0 or a2 - 01 = 0. 
Therefore, OL = 0 or CL = 1 and F = Z, . Case (2) is similarly treated. 
This result shows that there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
F = Z, . Hence from now on we restrict our attention to this case. 
THEOREM 2. An autodistributive algebra satisfies the alternation laws 
(L) W(VY) = (VXKUY) 
(R) (XU)(YV) = bvu)(YU), 
CM) W(VY> = (xv)(u~Y)~ 
and also the following identities 
(Cl) (uv)x = (vu)x, 
(C2) x(uv) = x(vu), 
(C3) X(UV) = (uv)x. 
Proof. Linearizing the identity (I) we obtain 
(u + V>(XY) = [(u + vM[(u + V)Yl, 
U@Y) + V(XY) = 4XY) + W(VY) + (VX)(UY) + V(XY)* 
Therefore, we must have (ux)(vy) = (vx)(uy). 
Linearizing (II) we obtain (R) similarly. 
From (L) it follows that 
(uv)x = (UX)(VX) = (vx)(ux) = (vu)x. 
Similarly (R) implies (C2). Finally (C3) follows from (Cl) and (C2): 
x(uv) = (xu)(XV) = (ux)(vx) = (uv)x. 
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The identity (M), which is the classical alternation law, follows imme- 
diately from (L) and (Cl). 
It should be noted that identities (Cl), (C2), and (C3) imply that products 
of three or more elements behave as if the commutative law held. 
THEOREM 3. Any autodtitributiwe algebra is a noncommutative Jordan 
algebra. 
Proof. The flexible law is immediately apparent from the remark 
preceding the theorem. The Jordan identity is also satisfied 
(qw = kY)a(xy)~l = [x(YmNYdl = XC(YX)(YX)l = X(Y6* 
THEOREM 4. An autodistributive algebra a which possesses a right or a 
left identity is a Boolean algebra, i.e., UZ is commutative, associative, and every 
element is an idempotent. 
Proof. Assume O! has a right identity e. Then it follows that 
(ab)c = (ab)(ce) = (cb)(ae) = (bc)a = a(bc) 
ab = (ab)e = (ba)e = ba 
a = a(ee) = (ae)” = a2 
The proof in case OZ has a left identity is similar. 
We next prove power-associativity for autodistributive algebras. We 
define powers of elements in the usual way by induction: a1 = a, an+l = ana. 
THEOREM 5. In any autodistributive algebra the following properties hold: 
(1) am = a3 if m > 3, 
(2) flu2 = an2+2 = a3 for all m. 
Proof. We first prove (1) by induction: 
m = 3: a3 = a3 
m = 4: a4 = (a2a)a = a(aa2) = a2a2 = (aa) 
= (aa)a = a3. 
If (1) is true for m > 4, then 
Hence (1) follows by induction. 
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To prove (2), note that for m = 1 
aa = a2a = 2. 
Assuming (2) holds for m, we obtain 
am+‘& = (ama)a2 = (aam)a2 = a(&@) = @+2a = am+3 = a3 
since m + 3 > 3. The result follows by induction. 
THEOREM 6. An autodistributive algebra is power associative. 
Proof. We must show that aman = anzfn. This is obvious for n = 1 and 
all m. Assume the result for n - 1 and all m. If  m = 1, 
aan = a(&-la) = (&+‘)a2 = (an-la)a2 = (a”-la)a = al+“. 
Ifma 
Again by induction the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 7. In an autodistributive algebra the following property holds: 
(x + y>” = xn + y” for n 3 3. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 5, it suffices to show this for n = 3: 
(x + YjS = (x + Y)* = (x + YJ2(X + Y12 
= (x2 + XY + YX + Y")(x" + XY + YX + y”) 
= (x2 + xy + xy + y2)(x2 + xy + ?Y + y”) = (9 + y2J2 
= x4 + x”y” + y”x” + y2 = ti + x2y2 + Sy” + y* = x4 + y* 
= x3 +y3. 
THEOREM 8. The set JV of nilpotent elements of an autodistributive algebra 
GF? is a nilpotent ideal of index 3. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 an element x is nilpotent i f f  x9 = 0. Theorem 7 
then implies that .N is a subspace. It is also an ideal, for if x EN and a E @ 
(ax)3 = (xa)” = (ax)[(ax)(ax)] = (ax)(a2x2) = a3X3 = 0. 
Moreover if x, y, x E JV then 
(q)z = (x2)( yz) = (xy)22 = (x22)( yz2) = (xy)z4 = (xy)2 = 0. 
A similar argument shows that x( yz) = 0. 
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In view of this we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. The set of nilpotent elements of an autodistributive algebra 
is called the radical of the algebra. 
3. SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION. An autodistributive algebra W is called semisimple if its 
radical N is zero. 
THEOREM 9. If Ul is an autodistributive algebra and JV is its radical, 
then G!/N is semisimple. 
Proof. Suppose (x) is in the radical of a/M. Then 
((x>)” = w> = J, 
so that x9 EM, which implies that (9)” = x9 = x3 = 0. Hence (x) = 
.N = (0) and therefore 0Z/Jlr has zero radical and is semisimple. 
THEOREM 10. If 0? is a semisimple autodistributive algebra then Oc is 
commutative and every element of a is idempotent. 
Proof. Let a E Gl?. Then we have 
(aa - a)3 = (a”)3 - a3 = as - $ = 2 - aa = 0. 
Thus a* - a is in the radical, which is zero. Hence a2 - a = 0 or a2 = a. 
Also this implies 
ab = abe = b2a = ba. 
From now on we shall consider only finite-dimensional algebras, unless 
expressly stated otherwise. 
THEOREM 11. An autodistributive algebra 152 is semisimple ;sf it is a ring 
direct sum of simple components, i.e., 
a=a~@a3@*‘*@oz;,, 6& simple. 
Proof. It is trivial to verify that if C!! is a ring direct sum of simple auto- 
distributive algebras, it is a semisimple autodistributive algebra. 
We prove the converse by induction. If ol is one-dimensional, then it is 
clearly simple. Assume the result holds for algebras of dimension less than n. 
Suppose 01 is a semisimple autodistributive algebra of dimension n. Then 
either r2 is simple or else it has a proper ideal. In the first case we are through. 
In the second case choose an ideal 9? of 02 such that 33 contains no proper 
ideals of 6?!. 
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Let u be a nonzero element of g. Define 
gu = {x E cx xl4 = O}. 
We immediately verify that 9% # 0. For the right multiplication R, maps 
fl into 9 which is a proper subspace of tZ. Since 12 is finite dimensional, 
it follows that the kernel of R, , that is V, , is nontrivial. 
We now define BU as 
ssu ={bEz3?!:bV, =O}. 
It is trivial to verify that gu is a subspace of 3. Also if b E gU , and a E a, 
then for any c E V, , ab E g and 
(ab)c = (ac)(bc) = (ac)O = 0, 
so that GBU C BU . Thus gU is an ideal of UZ which is nonzero (since u E 9,) 
and is contained in 9. By our choice of 2?, it follows that 93 = .9,, , and 
thus 3?VU = Q$Y, = 0. 
It now follows immediately that VU = V, for any two nonzero elements 
u, ~1 E 9. For ~39~ = 0 implies vV, = 0 and V, C V, , while 9’VV = 0 
implies flu = 0 and VV C V, . We therefore shall denote GYU by % for any 
u # 0 in a. 
It is easy to see that 93 n 92 = 0. For b E 9? n G? implies 9b = 0 which 
in turn implies that 0 = bb = 6. 
We now show that & is a division algebra. For consider any nontrivial 
right multiplication R,: 9i7 ---f @. We have 
Ker(R,) C g n % = 0, 
so that R, is one-to-one. Since a is finite-dimensional, R, is invertible, 
and consequently 3 is a division algebra. 
It remains to verify that GPG = 99 + %‘. To see this, consider any x E CPI. 
If x E V, then obviously x E B + %. Otherwise there is a nonzero element 
b, E 9 such that xb, # 0. Since g is a division algebra there exists an 
element b E 9 such that bob = b,,x. This implies that b,(x + b) = 0 and 
c = x + b E V. Consequently it follows that x = b + c E $8 + V. 
Since we also have 99 n GZ = 9% = 0, .?+P C 9, ‘P C %?, it follows that 
Ol=99@% (ring direct sum). 
Now since dimg < n and dim % < n, by the induction assumption, 
B and V may be split into direct sums of simple algebras. Hence we have 
a=Gz~@ac,@*-@am, 6& is simple. 
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4. SIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
THEOREM 12. Any simple autodistributive algebra is a division algebra. 
Proof. Consider any nontrivial right multiplication R, of Q?. Then 
obviously Ker(R,) is a subspace. It is also an ideal, for if a E GY and 
y E Ker(R,), then 
(ay)R, = (ay)x = (ax)(yx) = (ax)0 = 0, 
so that GZ Ker(R,) C Ker(R,). 
Now Ker(R,) # Q! since xR, = XX = x # 0. Since ol is simple it follows 
that Ker(RJ = 0. Since 6Y is finite-dimensional, it follows that R, is 
invertible. Consequently G! is a division algebra. 
THEOREM 13. A simple autodistributive algebra of dimension greater than 
one is not associative. 
Proof. Let u, v be two noruero elements. Then by the preceding 
theorem there exist x and y such that ux = v and vy = u. Then 
uv = vu = (ux)(vy) = (uv)(xy). 
Since (uv)~ = uv, it follows that xy = uv. 
If we assume the algebra is associative, then 
uu = 24 = vy = (ux)y = u(xy) = U(UV) = 21% = uv. 
Therefore u = v. Consequently the algebra contains only one nonzero 
element and it must therefore be one-dimensional. 
We now give a matric representation for simple autodistributive algebras. 
THEOREM 14. A simple autodistributive algebra is isomorphic to an algebra 
of matrices with multiplication between matrices being defined by 
AoB = B-IAB if BfO, A00 =O. 
Proof. Consider the map 
p: m-+w(a) 
where .%‘(a) is the set of all right multiplications of 0? and 
(4~ = Rcc .
This mapping is obviously linear. It is one-to-one because rY is a division 
algebra. Thus p is a linear isomorphism. 
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If %‘(a) is endowed with the product “0” defined above, then p also 
preserves products. For consider any three elements X, y, z E 02. Then it 
follows that 
zR,R, = WY = (ZY)(XY) = zVL, . 
Consequently we have 
R,R, = R,R,, . 
Now if y # 0, R;l exists and 
R,, = R;lR&, . 
If y = 0 then obviously R,, = Ro = 0. In either case we have 
(VlP = HP o (YlP* 
Now using some powerful methods developed by Bruck we can obtain 
an explicit determination of all simple autodistributive algebras. 
DEFINITION. Two algebras (02, + , 0) and (a, f, .) having the same 
underlying vector space are said to be isotopic if there are three linear 
bijections P, Q, and C of 62 such that 
a o b = [(UP) . (bQ)]C. 
THEOREM 15. Any division algebra (at, +, 0) satisf$ng the alternation law 
(M) (a o b) o (c o d) = (a o c) o (b o d) 
is isotopic to ajeld (O!, +, -) as follows: 
(*) sob =f*(aS)*(bT), 
where S, T are automorphisms of (O?, +, -) which commute with each other 
and f is a fixed nonzero element of 6X Conversely given a field (02, + , a), a 
nonzero element f E 02, and automorphisms S, T of (O!, +, .) such that ST = 
TS, the algebra (@, +, 0) defined by (*) is a division akebra satisfying the 
alternation law (M). 
The proof of this theorem is entirely analogous to the proof of the cor- 
responding result for quasigroups (Bruck [l, pp. 45491). 
DEFINITION. The Gab& autodistributive algebra of index n, denoted by 
GA(n), is the algebra constructed from the Galois field GF(2”) by redefining 
multiplication to be 
a o b = aP-‘bB”-‘. 
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Since a M a2”+ is an automorphism of GF(29, it is immediate from 
Theorem 15 that GA(n) is a division algebra. It is obviously commutative. 
Since 
(a o b) o c = (a o b)““-‘ca”-l = (a2’-‘b2”-‘)2”-‘c2”-’ 
= (a2~-l~2”-lc)2”-1 = (a2=-1~2~-1c2”)2”-’ 
= [(a2”-1d2”-*)(b2A-1C2n-1)]2R-1 = (a 0 c) 0 (b 0 c), 
GA(n) is also autodistributive. 
The structure theorem for simple autodistributive algebras is now im- 
mediate. 
THEOREM 16. Any n-dimensional simple autodistributive algebra is iso- 
morphic to GA(n). 
Proof. Let (a, +, 0) be an n-dimensional simple autodistributive algebra. 
By Theorem 15 it is isotopic to a field (a, +, .), the respective products 
being related by 
a 0 b = f (aS)(bT), 
where S, T are automorphisms of (a, f, a) such that ST = TS and f is 
a fixed nonzero element of O!. Since a contains 2” elements, (O!, +, *) 
must be isomorphic to GF(2”). 
Since (02, +, 0) is commutative, we must have S = T. Also since all 
automorphisms of GF(29 have the form a I-F a2’, we have 
a o b = fa2’b2’. 
Using the fact that every element of (a, +, 0) is idempotent we obtain 
a = a 0 a = fa2”+‘. 
From this it follows that f = 1, and i = n - I so 
Therefore (aC, +, 0) is isomorphic to GA(n). 
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